
 Tribe i n c e i l i n g
AIC

Tribe AIC was conceived to prevail over placement challenges and deliver a transcendental 
listening experience. The angled baffle directs the sound towards the listening area so 
regardless of location, the performance is involving, intimate and embodies the Totem 
experience. 

TRIBE AIC is thoroughly equipped with interrelated proprietary Totem technology. Shockingly 
powerful, lighting fast bass is presented by Neodymium Actuated Enriched MHEX woofers.  
They are complimented by MAC passive radiators that tune the cabinet’s bass ability to 
perfection. Oversized Silk Dome tweeters emit a fluid and impeccably airy presence.   

This level of engineering allows TRIBE AIC to present perfect sound staging and phase 
correctness for an emotion-filled musicality.  

The TRIBE AIC possesses exceptionally functional integration elements, so installers 
appreciate them as much as listeners. Discover Tribe Architectural, the ultimate combination of 
architectural and acoustic engineering.   
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Design:    Full back-boxed, high-performance loudspeaker 
Frequency Response:  47 Hz - 30 kHz ± 3 dB 
Recommended Power:  30 - 140 W 
Passive Radiators:  Dual 5” Metal Amalgamation Compound      
Woofer:    Twin 4”/10.16 Neodymium Actuated Enriched MHEX woofers with High   
     Excursion Surrounds in Outsized Cast Baskets
Tweeter:    1 1/8”/29mm  Soft Dome 
Impedance:   6 ohms 
Sensitivity:   90 dB 
Dimensions:   (W x H x D): 14.09” x 14.09” x 6.125” / 358 x 358 x 155 mm 
Cutout:    13.38 x 13.38 / 340 x 340 mm 

Enormous Despersion
Tribe Architectural disperse at 75 degrees, 
almost twice as broadly as competitive 
speakers. Acoustic coverage is totally present 
throughout the entire listening area. The 
enormous dispersion allows the listener to enjoy 
the same sound whether seated or standing, 
simplifying placement.  

Micro-Perf Grill
The almost bezel-less design only 
adds 4 mm in total width.  Micro-
perforations provide a uniform 
look without showing what lies 
behind. 

Pre-Construction Kit
As the Tribe Architectural models are all quite 
substantial, the kits are equally robust.  Frames 
and wings aren’t plastic, they’re made of metal. 

Proprietary Twin 
Neodymium 
Actuated 
Enriched MHEX 
with high excusion 
surrounds in 
outsized cast 
baskets.

1 1/8” 
proprietary 
Oversized 
Silk Dome 
Tweeter.

Proprietary 
Dual 5” Metal 
Amalgamation 
Compound 
passive 
radiators.

Grill Type: Magnetic, Paintable, virtually bezel-
less white metal 

Speaker Terminals: two sets of 5-way gold plated 
binding posts

Accessories: Pre-Construction Brackets Optional


